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FINDINGS, SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION

The chapter deals with the findings, suggestions and conclusion. Findings come from the analysis of the collected data; Suggestions have been given by the users and also by the investigators.

1. It is found that in Zakir Hussain Engineering & Technology College the students do not visit library daily while in Faculty of Law students visit as when they need the urge of information.

2. Most of the students in Faculty of Law i.e. 51.4% and 60% in Z.H. Engineering & Technology College are visiting library ‘to get books issued on related topic.

3. It is came to know that students in Z.H. Engineering & Technology College i.e. 46% are searching documents by the subject, but in Faculty of Law most of the students i.e. 42.8% are searching documents by the author. It is clear from the analysis that most of the students are searching information from author as well as subject.

4. It is analyzed that in both the faculties’ majority of the students get access to journals from their institution from their libraries.

5. Most of the students saying that their department having good availability of computerized service in both the faculties.
6. Most of the students are responded that they prefer Online Public Access Catalogue to search literature in the Library in both the faculties.

7. The students in both the faculties prefer ‘Internet’ as the most important tool to search Information.

8. Majority of the students are using World Wide Web access the document in both the Faculties.

9. Students in both the faculties preferred ‘Google’ as the highly used search engine in their field i.e.92% in Z.H. Engineering & Technology College and 94.2% in Faculty of Law.

10. Most of the students in using internet daily i.e. 58% in Z.H. Engineering & Technology College and 48.5% in Faculty of Law using ‘twice a week’.

11. The department of both the faculties subscribing e-journal.

12. After analyzing data in both the faculties the students in Z.H. Engineering & Technology College and Faculty of Law are aware of consortia.

13. Most of the students responded that their department having computerized service.

14. Both the faculties facing no problem in searching the documents through internet.
15. Majority of the students in both the faculties are not able to use the library due to ‘Lack of time’.

16. In both the faculties libraries students prefer Internet to search information as compared to print documents.

17. In both the faculties prefer both type of materials i.e. print as well as non-print.

**Tentability of Hypotheses**

The tentability of hypotheses can be checked in the light of above finding:

**HYPOTHESES- I**

**Most of the students in both the faculties are visiting the Library daily**

It is clear from table 1 that most of the students do not visit library. So this hypothesis is null.

**HYPOTHESIS-II**

**Most of the students are seeking Information through ‘Internet’**

It is clear that most of the students seeking Information through ‘Internet’ Table 9 show the figure. So this hypothesis is proved true.
HYPOTHESES-III

Students mostly preferred Google search

It is clear from table 8 that most of the students preferred Google search as the highly used search engine in order to get update information. So this hypothesis is also proved.

HYPOTHESES-IV

Most of the students are facing problem due to lack of time and inadequate library sources.

It is clear from Table 17 that most of the students are facing problem due to lack of time and inadequate library sources. So this hypothesis is proved true.

HYPOTHESES-V

Most of the students prefer print and non-print document for locating literature

It is clear from Table 19 that most of the students prefer both Print as well as non-print document for locating literature. So this hypothesis is proved true.
HYPOTHESES-VI

Most of the students believe that Information Seeking is time consuming

It is clear from table 20 that most of the students believe that information Seeking is time consuming. So this hypothesis is proved clear.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Everybody should visit library everyday because it is the best source of collecting information.

2. The University Library should also subscribe e-journals in every field, print as well as non print.

3. Some important books are available as single copies so for these important books number of copies should be bought so that the students should not face any problem.

4. It is good to get material but sometimes there is wastage of time to collect material from MA Library and books are hardly available there.

5. Reference collections like Encyclopedia, Bibliography and abstracting and Indexing services should be in electronic forms besides bound volumes, for better and effective utilization.
Conclusion

The present study clearly aimed to investigate the "Information Seeking Behavior by Post Graduate Students in Zakir Hussain Engineering College and Faculty of Law in AMU. By taking samples by both the faculties of students to get an overview on the Information Seeking Behavior of them. Survey result shows that the Information Seeking is essential part of user study. It provides a great help in conducting the survey to get the view of the users regarding the problems faced by them to get solutions."